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Abstract. The productivity of groups can be increased by enabling
group members to share their perceptions of the environment. We adapt
this concept for mobile robots by presenting an object-oriented approach
to a shared environmental model. The objects are stored in a graph,
which saves memory and computing power and allows the representation
of hierarchical and topological relationships. Each object can contain geo-
metric and semantic data as well as information about its current, past,
and planned or estimated future movements. An example application
shows that modeling future motion can prevent collisions.
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1 Motivation

Product customization and shortening of production life cycles increase the de-
mand for flexible manufacturing systems. Mobile robots show great potential due
to their high configurability and scalability as well as their freedom of movement.
The applications are diverse and range from logistics and cleaning or inspect-
ing to operation at multiple workstations. The large number of mobile resources
means that future production facilities will require decentralized intelligence to
handle the increasing complexity.

In order to navigate and interact safely and efficiently in such facilities,
robots need an understanding of their environment that is technically enabled
by environmental models. The combination of the limited perceptions of individ-
ual robots into a common knowledge base enables collective intelligence. Those
shared models enable improvements firstly in safety, e.g. warning of imminent
danger, and secondly in efficiency, e.g. avoiding traffic jams.

Existing models lack the ability to represent object dynamics. At critical
points in a production facility, such as intersections and pedestrian crossings,
information about the dynamics of surrounding objects can improve overall per-
formance and safety. Dynamic information could either be directly integrated
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into the map by the performing robot or estimated by observers for agents with
no connection to the shared model, e.g. human workers.

This work presents a novel approach for integrating object dynamics into
world models. The suggested solution consists of a client-server architecture and
a graph-based data model supporting geometry, semantic classification, topol-
ogy and object dynamics, including past and present as well as predicted and
planned future trajectories. First, an overview of environment models with fo-
cus on papers related to this work is given in section 2. Then, our approach is
presented in section 3. Section 4 describes a proof-of-concept application offering
a technical implementation and illustrating the added value of the approach.
Finally, the results are discussed in section 5 and perspectives for future research
are given.

2 Related Work

Research on shared environmental models focuses on three main areas: methods
for obtaining new data and integrating them into an environmental model, so-
lutions for contributing and distributing data in multi-user scenarios and lastly,
the actual data modeling, which uses data structures, itself.

Obtaining New Data This area includes the various methods from the fields of
perception, data fusion and pattern recognition and is considered only briefly
below. Standard approaches to mapping in mobile robotics are “Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping” (SLAM) [1, 2] or “HectorSLAM” [3], which gener-
ate grid-based maps. Alternatively, the raw sensor data can also be processed by
object recognition and integrated into an object-oriented data model [4]. There
are several applications in the field of service robotics [5, 6]. Furthermore, data
can be processed to form topological graphs, e.g. transforming a 2D grid-based
map of a building into a graph with nodes representing rooms [5, 7]. Appli-
cations to path planning for multiple mobile robots are given in [8]. Due to
inaccuracy in perception, objects need to be registered to their absolute position
in the environmental model, referred to as “anchoring” or “data association”
[9, 10]. Context-based classification improves anchoring by considering existing
knowledge [11].

Data Distribution This area integrates the methods from the fields of network
architecture, consistency management and synchronization and, again, is con-
sidered only briefly below. In contrast to fully centralized map storage and fully
synchronized maps with all participants, intermediate stages are a trade-off be-
tween latency and consistency [12]. A client-server structure can be applied to
an object-oriented distribution model, preserving consistency by predefined ac-
cess rights to object changes [13]. Multi-server architectures with environmental
subsets enable scalability [14]. Moreover, there are approaches that are tolerant
to inconsistency by assuming it to be acceptable at certain points of the data
model [15].
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Data Structures for Environment Mapping Our approach focuses on data
structures, therefore the related work is discussed in detail. Common approaches
for geometric relationships can be classified as grid-based or object-oriented. In
addition to geometric data, environmental models can represent semantics or
uncertainty.

Grid-based Structures A fundamental concept of map generation is the “Occu-
pancy Grid Map” (OGM), discretizing 2D or 3D space into independent cells
assigned with the estimated occupancy, e.g. “free”, “occupied” or “unknown”
[1, 3, 5, 16]. The storage effort can be reduced by structuring the grid cells in a
hierarchical manner, the so-called “octree” [17]. Combinations of several octrees
enable object hierarchies and multiple resolutions [18].

Object-oriented Structures With object trees, not only cubes, but any geometric
object can be described. Gregor et al. [19] use homogeneous transformations to
indicate the relative spatial arrangement of parent and child objects. Seman-
tic information can be represented by linking the nodes of the object tree to
corresponding elements of a “conceptual hierarchy” [5].

An extension to graph structures holding geometric and transformation nodes
is presented by Blumenthal et al. [20]. Here, nodes can contain semantic informa-
tion via key-value pairs and past object movements are traced by transformation-
timestamp pairs. The graph structure allows several transformation nodes to
point to the same geometry node, which enables the modeling of competing
perceptions in multi-robot scenarios. Multi-user operation is considered unprob-
lematic because geometric objects, as well as transformation-timestamp pairs,
are invariant. In addition, there is an interface for distributed storage of a graph,
but possible consistency problems are not considered. Other approaches extend
geometric models by separately stored ontologies [10, 21], which are not in the
scope of this work.

Further graph structures, such as in [22], focus on the shared use of the
map by several actors. For this purpose, a so-called “generative grammar” is
set up, which regulates how parts of the model may change. The emphasis of
the research can also be on a systematic class-based representation of geometric
information [23].

Modelling of Uncertainty Predictions or measurements result in uncertain data,
which must be correctly modeled. By augmenting coordinates with one standard
deviation per dimension, locations can be stored as Gaussian distributions [24].
Likewise, uncertain occupancies in octrees can be expressed by probability val-
ues [17] and spatial transformations can be extended by additional covariance
matrices, expressing 6D spatial deviation [20].

Different approaches introduce confidence values for graph attributes and
links [10]. Object classification algorithms provide a classification probability,
which is integrated into the class structure by Papp et al. [23]. Additionally,
generic uncertainty models can be linked to physical quantities here.
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3 Scientific Approach

The overview of the scientific approaches to environmental modeling shows that
so far there are only solutions that are specialized in one field. If several robots
with a shared environmental model are used, their activities and perceptions
are very homogeneous. This in turn leads to restrictions in the representation
of the perceived world in the model. Comprehensive environmental models, on
the other hand, are not prepared for multi-user or distributed systems. It is not
possible to enter predicted trajectories of robots or dynamic obstacles into the
world model in any of the considered solutions.

3.1 Requirements

From the shortcomings of the existing solutions mentioned in the previous section
and the generally necessary characteristics of an environmental model, we can
derive some requirements for a new, comprehensive system for mapping the
environment.

Geometry and Dynamics Real world objects should be depicted in terms of their
position and shape. In order to adequately reproduce movements of objects, a
distinction must be made between past, present and future movements. The
latter must be further subdivided into planned and estimated movements.

Combination of Topological, Geometrical and Hierarchical Relations Three
types of relations are defined in the literature:

– hierarchical, indicating a dependency of the function and location of subor-
dinate objects on their parent,

– geometrical, indicating a spatial relation, and

– topological, indicating neighborhoods that are not necessarily directly con-
nected to the spatial location.

For compact storage, a single data structure should represent these three types
of relations.

3.2 Scientific Concept

Our system is based on a client-server architecture similar to those in [13] and
[14]. Each instance contains a copy of the shared environmental data. In the
following, we describe how the data is structured and represented, focusing on
motion modeling.
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Structure of the Data Model Our approach is based on object-oriented
representation. Geometric or abstract objects of the real world are mapped to
nodes of a data structure whose edges reflect relationships between the objects.

The data structure has two types of object links, vertical and horizontal. The
relative position of two objects is stored in vertical links. They form a tree-like
structure and therefore also show hierarchies between objects. In contrast to a
conventional tree, objects can have more than one parent node in the superordi-
nate level, resulting in a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This means that multiple
memberships can be mapped, for example a workpiece that is jointly transported
by two robots. If an object has more than one parent node, its absolute position
is ambiguous because there are several paths to the root node.

The second type of object connection is the horizontal link. It shows the
topological neighborhood of two objects. Horizontal links may interconnect any
objects in the DAG of vertical links. The collection of all horizontal links in a
data model forms one or more graphs.

Contents of the Data Model Each node of the data model represents a
real physical object or a group of several subordinate objects [18, 20]. Thus
a node does not necessarily have to contain a geometry. The assignment of a
classification and a trajectory is also possible so that all use cases can be covered.

Geometry and Classification In our approach, several types of geometry repre-
sentation can be stored. Point clouds provide a storage option close to the sensor,
while octrees provide a storage-efficient solution. Moreover, triangle meshes can
be stored, which are very suitable for the visualization of objects. The techni-
cal details are not discussed in detail here; instead, readers are referred to the
literature [17, 20].

In addition to geometries, the results of classification algorithms can be stored
in the nodes [10, 23].

Fig. 1. (a, b) Dispersing trajectories of velocity and orientation (yaw) angle plotted as
mean value and standard deviation (dashed) [25] (c) Discrete trajectory of uncertain
positions [25] (d) Test-setup of first robot (top), human worker (middle) and observing
robot (right)
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Object Dynamics Present and past object dynamics are modeled according to
[20]. This is applicable to the linear and angular velocity stored in each object
node, as well as to the location of objects stored in the vertical links.

For interfering objects, future motions can be predicted based on present
and past motions. Our approach includes an uncertainty model for representing
predicted trajectories [25]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show dispersing trajectories of
velocity and orientation angle, expressed as the mean value and standard devia-
tion. Accordingly, discrete trajectories are formed by time-sampled points where
the position is assigned an uncertainty in the form of a covariance matrix, see
Figure 1(c). This representation of an uncertain trajectory has the advantage
that time and location components are separated. In an environmental model
which is based on geometric relationships, the trajectory can therefore be seam-
lessly inserted.

In case of robots, future motions are predictable. Therefore, our approach in-
cludes planned trajectories as continuous paths (NURBS: Non-Uniform Rational
B-Spline) mapped to time.

4 Proof of Concept

A typical system has been created using open-source software. Due to the early
stage of development, an industry-like application has been simulated in an office
environment, e.g. an order picking robot in a small parts warehouse.

4.1 Implementation

The described object-oriented data model has been written in C++. Several
hierarchical classes represent the different nodes and edges as well as the optional
information about classification, geometry and trajectory. They are depicted
on the left side of Figure 2. Linux-based client programs were implemented for
reading sample geometries from a database, inserting a trajectory and visualizing
the model. Another ROS-based client makes the world model accessible to the
mobile robot.

The clients communicate via a WLAN with a linux-based server application.
If a client makes a change to its instance of the data model, it informs the server.
The server forwards the change to the other clients.

4.2 Experiment and Observation

The use example consists of a mobile robot driving along a narrow alley. At a
hard-to-observe intersection a human worker crosses the robot’s pathway.

The robot, which is only equipped with on-board sensors, would need to
reduce its speed at such locations to ensure safety. Therefore the robot’s perfor-
mance decreases even if no interference occurs.

In this scenario it is assumed that a second robot beyond the junction can
perceive the person and estimate their future movement. The expected trajectory
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Fig. 2. Classes of the implemented data model (left), typical view of the experiment
(middle) and matching environment model including predicted trajectory as circles on
the floor (right)

is fed into the environmental model available to the first robot. The setup is
illustrated in Figure 1(d).

Experiments prove that the first robot can react to the interference by stop-
ping before being able to perceive the human worker based on onboard sensors
alone. Figure 2 shows the crossing situation in reality and in the model.

5 Results, Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, a novel shared environmental model for mobile robots was pre-
sented. The graph-based data model can represent geometry as point clouds or
triangle meshes and semantic information as classification results. The proposed
solution is suitable to represent future or past object dynamics and to consider
the uncertainty in predicted trajectories, as demonstrated in the section above.

Furthermore, the environmental model offers advantages in the operation
of mobile robots. By communicating with other robots, a robot can react to a
moving obstacle before it has detected it with it’s on-board sensors.

Robots must normally drive at an appropriate speed to be able to brake at
dangerous points such as hard-to-observe intersections. It is also conceivable to
install stationary sensors at danger points so that potentially interfering objects
are always reported to the shared environmental model. Thus overall perfor-
mance can be increased while maintaining safety.

5.1 Fulfillment of Requirements

Current movements can be stored in the model as single values with a timestamp.
When a value with a newer timestamp is added, the previous one moves to
the history. Future movements can be stored continuously or discretely with
uncertainty. In this way, the degree of detail and the time horizon can be varied
arbitrarily. This covers a large number of applications.

Combining hierarchies and location relationships makes the modeling of lo-
cation-independent hierarchies more difficult. On the other hand, it simplifies
changing the location of object groups as only the position of the parent node
must be updated.
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5.2 Outlook

Further Aspects of Modeling for Multiple Robots In addition to the aspects de-
scribed above, the presented concept contains mechanisms to ensure consistency
and efficient distribution of data. These are of great importance in a shared
environmental model. The mechanisms are based on the existence of a central,
superordinate server that decides on the approval and distribution of updates.
To limit network traffic, it is possible to subdivide the environmental model into
several regions. In this way, each robot receives updates matched to its location
instead of receiving updates for the whole map. The horizontal links between
the model objects that are described above are decisive for the subdivision.

Future Work Several possibilities for geometry storage were mentioned in sec. 3.2.
It should be investigated whether further methods need to be added to this se-
lection. Since most types of information occurring in a virtual environment are
uncertain, the modeling of uncertainty should also be further investigated. Fi-
nally, tests of the environmental model with large amounts of content must be
carried out to assess storage efficiency and speed so that the results can be
compared with other solutions.
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